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Polya’s theorem
Theorem (Polya, 1929 and Martineau, 1963)
Let K be a non-empty compact convex subset of C and hK its support
function. Then
O0(C \K ) = {f ∈ O(C \K ) : lim
z→∞ f (z) = 0}
and
Exp(K ) = {g ∈ O(C) : ∀ε > 0, sup
w∈C
|g(w)|e−hK (w)−ε|w | <∞}
are topologically isomorphic through
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Méril’s theorem
Let S ⊂ C be a non-compact closed convex subset which contains
no lines. For such a convex S , its asymptotic cone is defined by
S∞ = {z ∈ C : z + S ⊂ S}.
Its polar cone is defined by4
S∗∞ = {w ∈ C : ∀z ∈ S∞, <(zw) ≤ 0}.
It is a closed convex cone with a non-empty interior. Let us fix ξ0 a
point in the interior of S∗∞.
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Theorem (Méril, 1983)
There is a topological isomorphism between
lim←−
ε′→0
{f ∈ O(C \S) : ∀r > ε > 0, supz∈Sr\S◦ε |eε
′ξ0z f (z)| <∞)}
{f ∈ O(C) : ∀r > 0, supz∈Sr |eε′ξ0z f (z)| <∞)}
and
{g ∈ O((S∗∞)◦) : ∀ε, ε′ > 0, sup
w∈S∗∞+ε′ξ0
|g(w)|e−hS (w)−ε|w | <∞}
given by
P :HS(C) 3 ([uε′ ])ε′ 7→ 12ipi
∫
∂S+ε
ezwuε′(z) dz ∈ Exp(S),
where ∂S+ε is the boundary (positively oriented) of a thickening Sε.
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Holomorphic Paley-Wiener-type theorems
• Polya’s and Méril’s theorems are clearly Paley-Wiener-type the-
orems where the starting and arrival spaces are constituted of
holomorphic functions.
• There are plenty of such theorems (Kawai, Morimoto, Suwa,
Yoshino, etc...). The similarity of these results seems to suggest
that they are all parts of a common phenomenon.
• The cohomological context should provide a "device" which pro-
duces such holomorphic Paley-Wiener-type theorems.
 What is the good setting for a cohomological Laplace transform ?
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The category of enhanced subanalytic sheaves
The construction of this category is made in several steps
Step 1 : Replace usual sheaves by subanalytic sheaves in order to
study tempered distributions from a sheaf-theoretic point of view.
Step 2 : Consider a subanalytic bordered space M∞ = (M, M̂) in
order to work on M and simultaneously keep the informations at
infinity.
Step 3 : Add an extra real variable which will allow to store the
exponential kernel as a translation.
Db(CM) Db(CsubM ) Db(CsubM∞) D
b(CsubM∞×R∞),
where R∞ = (R,R∪{−∞,+∞}).
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Let M∞ = (M, M̂) be a subanalytic bordered space and let
µ, q1, q2 : M∞ × R∞×R∞ → M∞ × R∞
be the morphisms defined by
µ(x , t1, t2) = (x , t1 + t2)
and
q1(x , t1, t2) = (x , t1), q2(x , t1, t2) = (x , t2).
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Definition
One defines the two convolution functors
+⊗ : Db(CsubM∞×R∞)× Db(CsubM∞×R∞)→ Db(CsubM∞×R∞),
Ihom+ : D−(CsubM∞×R∞)
op × D+(CsubM∞×R∞)→ D+(CsubM∞×R∞)
by
F1
+⊗ F2 = Rµ!!(q−11 F1 ⊗ q−12 F2),
Ihom+(F1,F2) = Rq1∗RIhom(q−12 F1, µ
!F2).
Let ϕ : M → R be a continuous function. Let us denote by
µϕ : M∞ × R∞ → M∞ × R∞ the map defined by
µϕ(x , t) = (x , t + ϕ(x)). Then,
C{t=ϕ(x)}
+⊗F ' Rµϕ∗F ' Ihom+(C{t=−ϕ(x)},F ).
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Definition
On a subanalytic bordered space M∞ = (M, M̂), one defines the
category of (bounded) enhanced subanalytic sheaves by setting
Eb(CsubM∞) = D
b(CsubM∞×R∞)/{F : (C{t≥0}⊕C{t≤0})
+⊗ F ' 0}
' Db(CsubM∞×R∞)/{F : ∃L ∈ Db(CsubM∞),F ' pi−1L},
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The quotient functor QM∞ admits a left adjoint L
E and a right
adjoint RE defined by
LE(F ) = (C{t≥0}⊕C{t≤0})
+⊗ F ,
RE(F ) = Ihom+(C{t≥0}⊕C{t≤0},F ),
for all F ∈ Eb(CsubM∞). Moreover, these functors are fully faithful and
hence, through LE, one can identify Eb(CsubM∞) to a full subcategory
of Db(CsubM∞×R∞).
Remark that
+⊗ and Ihom+ factor through the quotient but not L⊗
and RIhom.
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To define the four other Grothendieck operations, let us consider a
morphism f : M∞ → N∞ of subanalytic bordered spaces. We set
fR := f × idR : M∞ × R∞ → N∞ × R∞ .
There are four functors
RfR∗,RfR!! : Db(CsubM∞×R∞)→ Db(CsubN∞×R∞),




These functors factor through the quotients and we note
Ef∗,Ef!! : Eb(CsubM∞)→ Eb(CsubN∞),
Ef −1,Ef ! : Eb(CsubN∞)→ Eb(CsubM∞)
their factorisation.
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Definition
Let pi : M∞ × R∞ → M∞. One defines the hom functor
RIhomE : Eb(CsubM∞)




RHomE : Eb(CsubM∞)op × Eb(CsubM∞)→ Db(CM)





for all F1,F2 ∈ Eb(CsubM∞).
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Enhanced Fourier-Sato functors
Let V be a n-dimensional complex vector space and V∗ its complex
dual. We consider the complex bordered spaces V∞ = (V,V) and
V∗∞ = (V∗,V
∗
) where V (resp. V∗) is the proj. compactification of
V (resp V∗). We note 〈−,−〉 : V×V∗ → C the duality bracket and
p, q the two projections on V∞×V∗∞ .
Definition
The enhanced Fourier-Sato functors
EFV, EFaV : Eb(CsubV∞)→ Eb(CsubV∗∞)
are defined by
EFV(F ) = Eq!!(C{t=<〈z,w〉}
+⊗Ep−1F ),
EFaV(F ) = Eq!!(C{t=−<〈z,w〉}
+⊗Ep−1F ).
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The first main theorem
Theorem (M. Kashiwara, P. Schapira, 2016)
The functor EFaV is an equivalence of categories whose inverse is
given by EFV∗ [2n]. Moreover, one has an isomorphism
RHomE(F1,F2) ' RHomE(EFaV(F1), EFaV(F2)), (1)
functorial with respect to F1,F2 ∈ Eb(CsubV∞).
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Tempered distributions
Definition
Let M be a real analytic manifold and U an open subset of M. One
sets
DbtM(U) = {u ∈ DbM(U) : ∃v ∈ DbM(M), v |U = u}.
• This can be more explicitly described by polynomial growth con-
ditions.
• In the case of (V,V), one has
S ′(V) = DbtV(V).
• The functor DbtM : U 7→ DbtM(U) is a subanalytic sheaf thanks
to the Lojasiewicz inequality. It is obviously quasi-injective, thus
acyclic pour f∗, f!!, ΓS , etc ...
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Enhanced distributions
Let P = R∪{∞} and i : M∞ × R∞ → M̂ × P.
Definition




On a complex bordered space X∞ of complex dimension dX , one de-
fines the complex of enhanced holomorphic p-forms ΩE,pX∞ ∈ Eb(CsubX∞)









One sets OEX∞ = ΩE,0X∞ et ΩEX∞ = Ω
E,dX
X∞ .
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The second main theorem
Theorem (C. D., 2018)
One has an isomorphism
EFaV(ΩEV∞)[n]
∼−→ OEV∗∞ (2)
in Eb(CsubV∗∞), derived from the classical positive Laplace transform.









which clearly encodes the classical positive Laplace transform.
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1) The pullback of enhanced distributions by pR, namely the map




(∂tu = u) =⇒ (∂tp∗Ru = p∗R∂tu = p∗Ru).
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If u is enhanced, then u(z ,w , t) = etρ(z ,w) for a certain distribution
ρ. Hence,
u(z ,w , t + <〈z ,w〉) = et+<〈z,w〉ρ(z ,w) = e<〈z,w〉u(z ,w , t).
This operation preserves both the tempered and the enhanced con-
dition. It is then enough to compose it with the multiplication by
e i=〈z,w〉.
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Secondly, since DbT,p,qV∞×V∗∞ is acyclic for qR!!, one obtains a derived
morphism
EFaV(ΩEV∞)[n]→ OEV∗∞ .
Finally, one can show that this map corresponds to the isomorphism
EFaV(ΩEV∞)[n] ' OEV∗∞
proved par M. Kashiwara et P. Schapira in 2016.
This last isomorphism relies on the enhanced Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence and a classical isomorphism of Katz and Laumon
(1985) for D-modules.
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Consequence de (1) et (2)
Theorem
Let F ∈ Eb(CsubV∞), there is an isomorphism
RHomE(F ,ΩEV∞)[n] ' RHomE(EFaV(F ), EFaV(ΩEV∞))[n]
∼−→ RHomE(EFaV(F ),OEV∗∞)
given by the positive Laplace transform.
It is now enough to choose a judicious F to obtain a Paley-Wiener-
type theorem.
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Fourier-Sato functor and Legendre transform
• An element of Conv(V) is a function f : V → R∪{+∞} whose
epigraph is closed, convex and non-empty.
• For any f ∈ Conv(V), one sets dom(f ) = f −1(R) and call it the
domain of f . This set is convex and non-empty.
• For any f ∈ Conv(V), one defines a function f ∗ : V∗ → R∪{+∞}
by setting
f ∗(w) = sup
z∈dom(f )
(<〈z ,w〉 − f (z)).
It is called the Legendre transform of f . It is an element of Conv(V∗).
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Proposition (M. Kashiwara, P. Schapira, 2016)
Let f ∈ Conv(V) and let d(f ) be the real dimension of H(f ∗)⊥,
where H(f ∗) is the affine space generated by dom(f ∗). One has an
isomorphism
EFaV(C{t≥f (z)}) ' C{t≥−f ∗(w),w∈dom◦(f ∗)}⊗ orH(f ∗)⊥ [−d(f )].
Assume that f ∈ Conv(V) is such that d(f ) = 0. One gets an
isomorphism
RHomE(C{t≥f (z)},ΩEV∞)[n]
∼−→ RHomE(C{t≥−f ∗(w),w∈dom◦(f ∗)},OEV∗∞),
given by the positive Laplace transform.
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Definition
Let M be a real analytic manifold and U a subanalytic open subset
of M. A function f : U → R is globally subanalytic on M if its
graph Γf ⊂ U × R is subanalytic in M × R. A continuous function
f : U → R is almost C∞-subanalytic on M if there is a C∞-function
g : U → R, globally subanalytic on M, such that
∃C > 0,∀x ∈ U : |f (x)− g(x)| < C .
In this case, we say that g is in the (ASA)-class of f .
Conjecture (M. Kashiwara, P. Schapira, 2016)
Let M be a real analytic manifold and U a subanalytic open subset
of M. Then any continuous globally subanalytic function f : U → R
on M is almost C∞-subanalytic on M.
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Definition
Let M∞ = (M, M̂) be a real analytic bordered space and let U be
an subanalytic open subset of M. Let f : U → R be a continuous
almost C∞-subanalytic function on M̂. For any V and any r ∈ Z,
we set
e−f Dbt,rM∞(V ) = {u ∈ DbrM(U ∩ V ) : egu ∈ Db
t,r
M̂
(U ∩ V )},
where g is in the (ASA)-class of f . This definition does not depend
on g and the correspondence V 7→ e−f Dbt,rM∞(V ) clearly defines a
quasi-injective subanalytic sheaf on M∞.
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Proposition (D’Agnolo, 2014 and M. Kashiwara, P. Schapira, 2016)
Let M∞ = (M, M̂) be a real analytic bordered space and U be an
subanalytic open subset of M. Let f : U → R be a continuous
almost C∞-subanalytic function on M̂. There is an isomorphism
e−f Dbt,rM∞ ' RIhomE(C{t≥f (x),x∈U},QM∞(Db
T,r
M∞))
for each r ∈ Z, which is given on sections by u 7→ etu. In particular,
the right hand side is concentrated in degree 0.
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Corollary
Let M∞ = (M, M̂) be a real analytic bordered space and let also
f : M → R be a continuous almost C∞-subanalytic function on M̂.
Let S be a subanalytic closed subset of M. There is an isomorphism
ΓS(e
−f Dbt,rM∞) ' RIhomE(C{t≥f (x),x∈S},QM∞(Db
T,r
M∞))
for each r ∈ Z, which is given on sections by u 7→ etu. In particular,
the right hand side is concentrated in degree 0.
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Let f : V→ R be a continuous almost C∞-subanalytic function on V
and S be a non-empty subanalytic closed subset of V. Let us denote
by fS the function equal to f on S and to +∞ on V \S .
Assume
that
(i) fS ∈ Conv(V),
(ii) H(f ∗S )
⊥ = {0},
(iii) the convex set dom◦(f ∗S ) is subanalytic,
(iv) the function f ∗S : dom




∼−→ H0(V∗, ef ∗S OtV∗)
' ef ∗S DbtV∗(dom◦(f ∗S )) ∩ OV∗(dom◦(f ∗S )).
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Theorem (C.D., 2018)
This last isomorphism can be explicitly computed by
ΓS(V, e−f Dbt,n,nV )
∂¯ΓS(V, e−f Dbt,n,n−1V )
3 [u] 7→ L+ u ∈ H0(V∗, ef ∗S OtV∗),






tu) = L+ u.
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Link with Polya’s theorem
Let V = C. We identify V∗ with C in such a way that 〈z ,w〉 = zw .
Let us fix a non-empty convex compact subset K of C and let us
consider the null function f = 0 on C. For all ε > 0, we thus get a
function fKε defined by
fKε(z) =
{
0 if z ∈ Kε,
+∞ else.
Clearly, this function is convex of domain Kε.
Its Legendre transform
is given by
f ∗Kε(w) = sup
z∈Kε
<(zw) = hKε(w) = hK (w)+hD(0,ε)(w) = hK (w)+ε|w |
for all w ∈ C . In particular dom◦(f ∗Kε) = C .
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Moreover, there is a distinguished triangle :
RΓKε(C,ΩtP)→ RΓ(C,ΩtP)→ RΓ(C \Kε,ΩtP) +1→,
which leads to the exact sequence
0→ ΩtP(C)→ ΩtP(C \Kε)→ H1Kε(C,ΩtP)→ 0.
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Proposition
Let ε > 0. One has a isomorphism given by




where u is a distributional extension of u to C .
Corollary
One has a canonical isomorphism






Let ε > 0 and let ψε be a C∞-cutoff function which is equal to 1 on
C \Kε and to 0 on Kε/2. Then the image of [u] through the canonical
map Ωt∞P (C \K )/ΩtP(C)→ H1Kε(C,ΩtP) is given by [∂¯(ψεu)].
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Theorem
There is a canonical isomorphism of C-vector spaces








ezw f (z)dz ,
where C (0, r)+ is a positively oriented circle, which encloses K .
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Sketch of the proof : Let f (z)dz be in Ωt∞P (C \K ) and let us fix
r > 0 such that K ( D(0, r). Let us consider ε > 0 small enough
such that K ( Kε ( D(0, r).




















ezw f (z)dz .
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This last theorem is nothing more but Polya’s theorem. First, the
canonical map
O0(C \K ) 3 f 7→ [fdz ] ∈ Ωt∞P (C \K )/ΩtP(C)
is clearly bijective.
Secondly, the inclusion
Exp(K ) ⊂ {g ∈ O(C) : ∀ε > 0, g ∈ ehKε DbtP(C)}
is an equality. Indeed, if e−hKεg is tempered at infinity, then e−hK2εg
is bounded.
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Link with Méril’s theorem
Let S be a proper non-compact closed convex subset of C which
contains no lines and ξ0 ∈ (S∗∞)◦. For all ε′ > 0, let fε′ : C→ R be
defined by fε′(z) = <(ε′ξ0z). It is globally subanalytic on P .
For all
ε, ε′ > 0, we thus get a function fε,ε′ := (fε′)Sε defined by
fε,ε′(z) =
{
<(ε′ξ0z) if z ∈ Sε,
+∞ else.
Clearly, this function is convex of domain Sε. Its Legendre transform
is given by
f ∗ε,ε′(w) = sup
z∈Sε
<(z(w − ε′ξ0)) = hSε(w − ε′ξ0),
for all w ∈ C . One has dom◦(f ∗ε,ε′) = (S∗∞)◦ + ε′ξ0.
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Under some subanalytic conditions, one obtains an isomorphism






∼−→ ehSε (w−ε′ξ0)OtP∗((S∗∞)◦ + ε′ξ0).
The strategy is then globally the same that in the compact case.
However, concerning the application of Green’s theorem, one has to
consider the following picture :
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By taking the projective limit on ε→ 0+ one gets the isomorphism
P :H tS (C, ε′) ∼−→ Exptε′(S). (3)
By taking the projective limit on ε′ → 0+ one gets Méril’s theorem
P :HS(C) ∼−→ Exp(S). (4)
The isomorphism (3) involves spaces which are bigger than in iso-
morphism (4). However the inverse map is not explicit.
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